Universal Tablet Holder
Specification Sheet

Yes

LB
Kg

5Kg

VESA MIS-D

75 x 75
100 x 100

Ideal For

•
•
•
•
•
•

Adjusts to fit a range of devices.
Medical grade construction.
Can be adapted to fit the iPad Pro & other large tablets.
Compatible with VESA 75mm x 75mm and VESA 100mm x 100mm mounts.
Billet Aluminium construction.
Devices can be locked in to place to prevent un-authorised removal.

The Universal Tablet holder has been designed to securely mount a wide range of different devices to any VESA
75mm x 75mm or VESA 100mm x 100mm mounting solution. Once in place the mounting cradle can be locked in to
place, preventing any risk of un-authorised removal.
The Universal Tablet Mount has been designed to fit a wide range of devices and can support any products within
the following dimensions:
Width = 240mm to 290mm Height = 165mm to 203mm Thickness = Up to 14.2mm

Healthcare

For an additional charge this product can be adapted to accommodate larger tablets such as the iPad Pro. For more
information contact your ErgoMounts representative.

Education

This product has been tested with the following devices:
Apple:
Apple iPad, Apple iPad 2, Apple iPad 3, Apple iPad 4, Apple iPad Air, Apple iPad Air 2,
Microsoft:
Microsoft Surface RT, Microsoft Surface 2, Microsoft Surface 3, Microsoft Surface Pro, Microsoft Surface Pro 2,
Microsoft Surface Pro 3,
Samsung:
Samsung Tab Pro 10.1, Samsung Note 10.1, Samsung Tab 4 10.1, Samsung Tab A9.7, Samsung Tab S 10.5

Manufacturing

Commerical

Manufactured to order...

All of our Medical Grade Mounting Solutions are manufactured to order by
our partners in the United States. These are then air freighted to us before
being hand inspected and assembled by our talented team of technicians
at our headquarters in Hampshire, United Kingdom. This allows us to offer
1000’s of combinations on our products as well as bespoke design but at
a much shorter lead time than our competitors who often rely on Far East
manufacturing.

Find out more: www.ergomounts.co.uk

EMTABV-MW

Universal Tablet Holder
VESA Compliant
Medical White

EMTABV-QG

Universal Tablet Holder
VESA Compliant
Light Grey

EMTABV-TB

Universal Tablet Holder
VESA Compliant
Black

Installation
We understand that sometimes customers always don’t have the time, technical knowledge or equipment to install our
products efficiently and safely. That’s why for nearly 10 years our team of highly trained engineers have been installing our
products up and down the country. Whether you’re looking for a single mount installation or a multi-site rollout we have the
capabilities to make it happen. To find out what installation options are available to you please contact us today. Once the
installation has been completed why not consider taking out a servicing and maintenance agreement on your new mount to
ensure it always operates to the best of its ability.

Maintenance

Unexpected repairs are always a hassle. They often result in added expense and operational downtime. That is why
ErgoMounts’ offer a preventative maintenance and servicing plan for all of our customers. Although all of our products
are high quality and built to last unfortunately over time they will begin to deteriorate and eventually break. By this time it
is usually too late to fix the original issue and the entire unit needs to be replaced. However, customers that take up our
Servicing plan often avoid this inconvenience by receiving a visit from a highly trained engineer every 6 months. They will
check that your product is performing as intended and repair or replace selected parts that are beginning to wear down before
they completely fail. Well maintained mounting solutions last longer saving you money and time in the long run.

Find out more: www.ergomounts.co.uk
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